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Bulk Const Screws
Bronze Star 9 3”
Sold in: 1 lb and 5 lb jars
When you are Buying and Selling Bulk
Construction Fasteners you need software that can
bring in a 1200 lb palette of fasteners and convert that
purchase into a saleable package.
For this example we have bought Bronze Star Screws 9
“3” in a palette that has 1200 lbs of screws. When you
buy, ProTrac will use the Palette cost and when you
sell it ProTrac will convert the product so you can sell
by the lb.

With ProTrac you can sell 1 screw, a pound of
screws or 30 lbs of screws.
ProTrac will keep an accurate count.
This document is aimed at selling bulk screws that
you have prepackaged.

OPTION
ProTrac can also track screws or bolts in what is known
as a “LOT Tracking” – If you sell bolts that have to be a
specific hardness, you can track them with ProTrac’s
LOT software. This lets you keep track of a series of
bolts from a specific vendor. If something is wrong with
that fastener you can easily identify who know has
purchased them from you.
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Bulk Const Screws Bronze Star 9 3”

BTX 9 3 - Qty on Hand and Available 5,700
Last Received 12/08/11 on PO 1230
ProTrac converts the Palette purchase to a sell Unit of measure of “1” lb and that is
how ProTrac has this item priced
The distributor wants a Minimum of 20 Palettes in inventory and a Maximum of 30
palettes - The Order Guide or Optimum number of Palettes on hand should be 25

Each Fastener Nail or Screw would have its base unit for buying and selling established. Once
set up, you seldom have to touch the information. Just buy and sell and ProTrac will take care
of the item’s information. If your vendor has minimum poundage, units, or dollars that have to
be on their order, ProTrac manages this process.
Now the Screw has been set up it is time to create a kit for a 1 lb and 5 lb product to get this
product out the door.
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Bulk Const Screws Bronze Star 9 3”
When you set up a kit
item in ProTrac you
would next go to create
a kit in ProTrac’s Utility
Program.
The Kit Utility program is
displayed at the top of
the next Page.
ProTrac has both a “K” kit to sell
the jar of screws or you can set
up a “G” with sale items that you
are fire-sale-ing, but still have to
account for in ProTrac.

This is the price page for
this kit item. Note, you can
sell the same kit to a
different customer at their
price.
The Standard Cost was
arrived after the KIT set up is
done.
In this case the KIT includes
the Screws
A jar that holds 5 lbs
of screws
And a labor cost of .37
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ProTrac knows when a
product is a kit and will
ensure that the proper
steps are taken to
maintain a tight inventory
control of both the screws
and any products that are
in the kit.
Note that there are no 5
lb Kits made at this time.
If you use our assembly
process, you can premake these kits and have
them on the shelf
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Bulk Const Screws Bronze Star 9 3”
Concept: A Kit is normally
made outside of the normal
item picking area.
A Picking ticket is created at
the time it is keyed to give the
warehouse time to prepare
the KIT and to get it out with
the rest of the order.
If there are other items on
the order the sales rep would
keep on keying those lines on
the order. ProTrac will create
a 2nd pick ticket for non-Kit
products.

This order was only for
the 20 – 5 lb jars of nails.
Note: the Kit is not
mentioned on the invoice
just the line of inventory.
This same process is used
no matter if the KIT has 2
items or 25 items in the
kit.
Once it has been set up,
you can forget it and let
ProTrac maintain your
cost of the item. If the
price has changed for any
one of the items, ProTrac
would ask you, in Order
Entry, if you wanted to
update the cost.

We have worked to keep this process as simple as possible to
ensure that every kit was properly costed and priced and its
inventory updated correctly
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